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Abstract. Recently, eye states are used as inputs to various applications
such as facial expression recognition systems, human-computer interaction and driver fatigue detection systems. Especially with the prominence
of human computer interaction, eye state detection has drawn great attention in the past decade. In this study, an eye state detection system
based on Circular Hough Transform (CHT) has been offered. Initially,
face and eye images are extracted from given gray-level images. After
some preprocessing steps, existence of circular iris structure is searched
within the extracted eye image using CHT. Existence of circular iris
structure is searched within the eye image with the help of circular Hough
transform. Eyes are decided as open if iris could identified as a circle.
Keywords: Eye state detection, Circular Hough transform
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Introduction

Detection of eye location and states has received a great deal of attention because eyes are the most important part of human face. Today, many applications
are using eye states as inputs. Facial expression recognition, human-computer
interaction and driver fatigue detection systems could be given as examples to
such applications. In facial expression recognition systems, subjects mood could
be estimated by utilizing eye openness along with other facial features [1]. In
driver fatigue detection systems, eye blinking count, time taken by a blink and
frequency of eye blinks are combined together to form an alert and warn the
driver in case of a driver fatigue level increase [2]. In human computer interaction, by tracing eye movement and focus, computers could acknowledge and
process user requests [3]. By employing these kinds of applications in academical and commercial fields, eye state detection has drawn great attention in the
past decade. In the field of eye state recognition, studies are employing parameters such as iris, eye perimeter, eye edge and eye lids. Wang and Yang [4] used
chain code tracing for extracting edges of iris and then used Circular Hough
Transform (CHT) in order to detect iris circle. Tian, Kanade and Cohn [5] took
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advantage of Gabor wavelets and neural networks in order to detect eye states.
Seneratne et al. [6] compared eye blocks intensity values using support vector
machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB) classification methods to overcome eye
state detection problem. Xu, Zeng and Wang [7] tried to detect eye states by using Adaboost based cascade classifier and a histogram property which is named
as Local Binary Pattern (LBP) . In this study, we carry out a practice to detect
eye states in facial images. Initially, faces and eyes are detected and extracted
from intensity images. After some preprocessing steps, edges of the iris are used
to detect a circular structure referring to state of the eyes. The detection of a
circular structure is achieved by means of CHT.

2

Proposed Method

Our proposed method for eye state detection is composed of three steps. ViolaJones [9] cascade object detector which gives higher recognition rates on real
time object detection has been used for face and eye detection states. Eye regions
are estimated sequel to extraction of faces and eyes from given images. CHT is
applied to the images consisting of eye region at the end, in order to detect eye
states. BioID face database [8] which consists of 1521 gray scale images that
are taken from 23 different subjects under varying circumstances is used in our
study.
2.1

Face and Eye Detection

Cascade classifier model which is proposed by Ojala T. [10] was executed on
1010 images that provide adequate lighting levels. Face locations were correctly
identified on 916 images. Eyes are searched within those locations by the help
of Viola-Jones object detection framework just like as face detection. Cascade
classifier model which proposed by Marco [11] is used for detecting eye pairs. To
detect each eye separately; cascade classifier model which proposed by Shiqi [12]
is used. Since our method is based on the intensity of dark region formed by iris
and pupil, employing an eye image with the absence of eyebrows became more
suitable for detection purposes. Therefore, we employ eye pair images for eye
detection instead of separately detected eye images for their minimal eyebrow
containment. Cascade classifier was performed on total of 916 images. Eye pairs
were detected successfully in 899 images.
2.2

Eye State Detection

In order for an eye to carry out seeing task, a black point which is called pupil
has to receive light. Lights received from pupil are focused on to rearmost layer
of the eye which is called retina layer. Image that is formed on the retina layer
is transmitted to visualization center of the brain via optical nerves and thus
visual process completes. Iris and pupil are two circles that share the same
center. In accordance with this relation half opening of iris means pupil is also
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half open and so seeing is probable. We have used this information in our study
to assume an eye as open. Our system starts with equalizing contrast of the
acquired eye image with the histogram equalization. As a result of this process,
iris and pupil, which have a lower intensity value compared to sclera (white of
the eye) are going to be easily separated from the sclera and the rest of the
eye. Afterwards, gray-scale thresholding is applied to the resulting eye image.
With the aid of thresholding, iris and pupil had become greatly separated from
the rest of the eye. Even so, some unwanted features such as shades, eyelashes
and stains could may have reside on the image. Therefore we removed those
little residues after obtaining thresholded image. Yet another great factor that
hampers our method is the lights which are reflected from the pupil. These lights
are forming a high intensity area (brights) inside the low intensity area which
is formed by pupil and iris. As this white area has the ability to misdirect our
edge detection output, it has been dealt with morphological techniques. After
all of these processes, iris and pupil are completely extracted from the rest of
the eye and are ready to be served into next step. Edges of the concerned image
are detected with use of canny edge detector. Afterwards, presence of circular
shapes are searched with the aid of circular Hough Transform. 492 eye images
were used for eye state detection. Those images are selected within 899 eye pairs
that are obtained from the previous step and they meet the minimum resolution
case for applicability of CHT. In 473 of the images eyes were open and in the
other 19 of the images eyes were closed. Open and closed eyes are classified with
%94.5 and %63.2 accuracy respectively.

3

Experimental Results

In this section, we will analyze our proposed method by means of error matrix,
correct classification rate and kappa statistics. Afterwards, we will present some
test results that are obtained with our proposed method.
3.1

Confusion Matrix

Confusion matrix is a tool to measure the performance of a classification system.
Each row of the matrix shows number of occurrences of an estimated class, while
each column of the matrix shows the occurrence of a real class. A confusion
matrix is shown in Table 1, which is used to classify a two class system. As
stated above; TP (resp. TN) represents the number of instances of class a (resp.
class b) well classified by the system. P=TP+FP (resp. N=FN+TN) represents
the total of estimated occurrences of class a (resp. class b). p=TP+FN (resp.
n=FP+TN) represents the total of real occurrences of class a (resp. class b). T
is the sum of occurrences of both classes.
3.2

Correct Classification Rate

Correct classification rate (CCR) which is also known as success rate, is obtained
by dividing the number of correctly classified samples to the number of total
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Table 1. Confusion matrix of a classification system
Real Class/Estimated Class A

B

Total

a

True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) p

b

False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) n

Total

Positive (P)

Negative (N)

Total (t)

samples as shown in Equation 1.
CCR =
3.3

TP + TN
T

(1)

Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient

Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) [13] measures the agreement between two raters
who each classify N items into C mutually exclusive categories. The equation for
Cohens Kappa coefficient is shown in Equation 2.
κ=

P0 − Pe
1 − Pe

(2)

Where P0 is observed agreement proportion that refers to CCR and Pe represents
random agreement proportion given by Equation 3.
Pe =

1
[(P ∗ p) + (N ∗ n)]
T2

(3)

κ coefficient varies between -1 and 1. When it is equal to 1, it is considered that
agreement between the observers on the studied system is perfect. Inversely when
it is equal to -1, it is considered that there is a total disagreement on the studied
system among the observers. Table 2 shows kappa statistics values along with
their interpretations.
3.4

Experimental Results

All applications are executed on Matlab software environment by using the system having the following specification: Intel Core2duo T5600 Dual Core Processor clocked at 1.83 GHz, 533 MHz 4 GB RAM. Our software took 0.14 seconds
to localize face, 0.06 seconds to localize eye pair and cropping eyes, 0.014 seconds
for preprocessing steps and another 0.014 seconds for circular Hough transform.
Our software took total of 230 ms in order to process a frame which means 4 fps.
Table 3 shows statistical values of the proposed system. Kappa statistic is found
as 0.40 which shows that our system works on a fair agreement level. Eye state
detection success rates are given in Table 4. %94,5 of the open eyes and %63,1
of the closed eyes are classified correctly. CCR, which is obtained by dividing
correctly classified samples to all samples is calculated as %93.
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Table 2. Kappa statistics values along with their interpretations

Kappa Statistics Interpretation
κ > 0.8

Almost Perfect Agreement

0.8 ≥ κ > 0.6

Substantial Agreement

0.6 ≥ κ > 0.4

Moderate Agreement

0.4 ≥ κ > 0.2

Fair Agreement

0.2 ≥ κ > 0.0

Slight Agreement

0≥κ

No Agreement

Table 3. Statistical values of the system

TP TN FP FN T
447 26 12 7

CCR Kappa

492 0.93 0.40

Table 4. Eye state detection success rates

Real/Detected Open

Closed

Total

Open

447(%94,5) 26(%5,5) 473(%96,1)

Closed

7(%36,9)

Total

454(%92,2) 38(%7,8) 492(%100)

12(%63,1) 19(%3,9)
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Samples to the eye detection classes which are TP, TN, FP and FN are shown
at Figure 1. Red circles are indicating a valid retina and pupil are found and
marks where they reside.

Fig. 1. Examples to detection classes.
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Conclusion

With the development of computer vision techniques, face detection and eye
state detection has become important for many applications. In this study, an
eye state detection system has been proposed. In order to detect faces from given
images, Viola-Jones face detector has been used. Faces had been detected successfully in 916 of 1010 images. Sequel to face detection, eyes pairs are detected
by utilizing Viola-Jones eye pair detector. 899 eye pairs were detected in 916
face images. Right and left eyes are acquired by cropping eye pairs. For eye state
detection, contrast of the eye image -which was obtained in the previous stageis increased. Then gray level thresholding is applied to this image. Later, the
residual areas which are not used in the detection process are eliminated. Holes
inside this new image are filled. After this step, edges are extracted via canny
edge detection algorithm. Finally, circular shapes are searched within images by
using circular Hough transform. Latest image set was composed of 492 images
which contains images that provide proper resolution and illumination for eye
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state detection process to function. % 94,5 percent of the open eye images and %
63,1 of closed eye images are identified correctly. Gray level images are used in
this study. Studies that employ colored images could produce better results. Eye
state detection could also be possible in low light environment by using capture
devices that utilize infrared rays. Eye state detection problem could be solved
more efficiently by applying these types of approaches. Eye state information, is
used as input to many applications nowadays. With the development of faster
and more accurate eye state detection methods there is no doubt that eye state
information could utilize itself in broader utilization.
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